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“Educational Projection” - Feickert “Transvertebrae” - Calalo & Cua “Ribbons” - Spittler & Murphy “Exposed Gastronomy” “Adaptive Integration” - Chhan & Wright

“Pipe Organ Sanctuary” - Kim

E X P O S E D  
G A S T R O N O M Y

Cooking  is  a  process  of  transforming  untouched  ingredients  into 
delectable meals.  As techniques and ingredients blend and overlap, the 
distinction  between  what  caused  what  flavor  or  texture  is  nearly 
impossible  to  discern.  If  those  layers  and  various  factors  could be 
exposed,  an  understanding  learning  about  cooking  could  easily  happen. 
 

By using a steel skeleton as the structural system for the pro-
ejct, the building is able to be left open to expose the process-
es of cooking and create an unconfined learning environment.

“Bookish” Book Furniture “ReKinetics” Installations “Wind Machine”“The Swarm”

“Intimate Transcations” Portable Theatre “Modular Display Units” “Boat Lounge Chair” Student Work Archive Room

“Exoskelaton”- Dekker “Defibrillated Landscape” - Peter

“Oculus” Housing Prototype - Williams “Hyperblock” San Francisco, CA - Jester “Frequency-in-Flux ” San Francisco, CA - Glabe-Taylor

Intimate Transactions Pneumatic Installation Appreciation Wall Housing Authority, SLO, CA Octagon Barn, SLO, CA

“Schizophrenic Information Tower” Los Angeles, CA - Jester

Collaborative Interdisciplinary Design Studio (CIDS)
College of Architecture and Environmental Design, Cal Poly State University
Thomas Fowler IV, AIA, NCARB, DPACSA

CIDS, an  award winning facility, provides the opportunity to interweave scholarship with academia, professional 
development with research and service at local and national levels, and infuse creativity into collaborative student 
teamwork. CIDS establishes a theoretical and procedural foundation for the effective utilization of digital media in the 
design and collaborative process. As important are the skills, awareness and attitudes that students need to develop 
to succeed in the current media driven environment. 

CIDS  exists as a bridge between diverse disciplines and systems of learning. Its focus on digital media is a necessary enhancement to the 
design process, and decisions made concurrent with that process.

CIDS  hires 1-2 work study students a year who are guided in developing selected  proposals and who assist both with the development 
of the longer term design/build projects, as well as relevant daily activities. CIDS makes for an unique learning environment which continually 
assists students in giving voice to individual creativity, and which evolves as the learners grow. 

1,500  students from 11 disciplines have developed over 80 projects, with in-kind donations from faculty and industry professionals. Since 
the program began in 1997 this has amounted to well over 12,000 hours.

“Fluid Motions School”- Lang
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